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Intervie~

with Brenda Thompson
11/22/88

by Dr. Joseph Watras
Watras:

Could you tell me your name and what your position was

from 1972 to 1976 in the Dayton Schools?
Thompsen: In 1972 I was a teacher as JeffersonElementary because
this building did not exist at the time.
at that time.

Dugger Smith was principal

Maybe we were in this building.

what year we moved into this building.

I'm not quite sure

I was a first grade teacher

at that time.
Watras:
by 1972?

The staff had already been desegregated, haven't they,

I think you went through

Thompson:

Yes.

some trying times in 1971.

It was a trying time for me because I was

expecting at that time so I had to

ma~e

a decision whether or not

to stay on maternity leave or to come back and that time I did decide
to come back and replace myself because of the movement of staff at
that time. I enjoy this area because I live not too far from here
and wanted to stay in the building, so I came back and replaced myself
for the 1972 school year.
Watras:
Thompson:

So you have been here consistently until now in 1988?
Well, no I left for six years and then I came back

again in 1981.
Watras:

Had the neighborhood changed much from those first years

in 1972 up until now?
Thompson:

Yes, it has.

I think that at that time the area was

predominantly white; blacks were beginning to move in into the area
but I think the area is predominantly black now, but at that time it
was not.
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Watras:
Thompson:

do you live in this area?
I live across Philadelphia in the Cornell district.

Watras: Was that one of the reasons why this school was attractive
to you

because it was close to your home?
Thompson:
Watras:
Thompson:

Yes, yes.
It's a nice school.
Yes, it is. I've really enjoyed being in this bulding

That's why I chose to come back when I had the opportunity to.
Watras:

Was the staff desegregation, which took place be66re 1972,

was that a difficult period?
ThompsON;

Well, I was probebly one of the first black teachers

in this particular building.
Watras:
Thompson:
that

·Was that difficult?
I guess it was for some people but I did not realize

when I came to Jefferson.
Watras:
Thompson:

It wasn't difficult for you?
No.

I was not aware of some of the problems that

Dayton had when I came here because I was

com~ng

from Virginia.

I do remember, and I guess that sticks out in my mind, because one
of the first things I was asked before I was given the assignment,
was how did I feel about teaching white children.

And I was not

aware of some of the problems that were going on in the Dayton School
System at that time.

So, when I got the assignment at Jefferson, it

was not until I was in the building that I realized that there were
not very many black teachers in the building.

I can't remember offhand

how many there were; but I know there were few.
Watras:
Thompson:

How long did it

take you to notice that?

Well, the first day, at the first staff meeting.

There were comments that were made about why I chose to come here.
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I really didn't choose; I was given the assignment and I carne.
Watras:

Well, the principal was black, did you say?

Thmmpson:

No, the principal was white.

to Jefferson, the principal was white.

My initial introduction

Then when, Mrs. Dugger at that

time, when she was given the assignment, I think it was right around
1967,

.my first class at Jefferson was not in the building. the

bulding was overcrowded.

Whe,Jtn I came in

at the Dayton Christian Center.

1965 my first class was

There were two of us there, one white

teacher and naturally I was black.

The two of us were down there.

We carne to the building for staff meetings, for materaisl and supplies;

.

but ironically, Mrs. Dugger was a reading consultant at that time.
ne t stlre what ft&t7

t i b 1s v;a:&

boh'B t

tRey gave h-e"'t .

~

So she was in and out

of our building more than the principal was, and looked after our needs
down there.
area.

There were classes at churches and synagogues in this

And that's why this building was designed.

And there was a

fight as to where this building should be located because the parents
at the lower end of close to Riverview wanted it in that area.
think they wanted it close to where St. Agnes Church is.

I

There was

some property that was available down there and they wanted this
building

~

there.

bulding should be.

And there was quite a fight over where this
And I think my very first class only had about

five or six black children in it, which is just the reverse of what
the area is now.

I'm not sure how they finally decided on this site

rather than where they wanted it.

But the PTA was very strong at

that time and they really fought to get this building a little closer
to Riverview because most of the children that were in my classes at
that area, they wanted the building located close to where the small
children would be.
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Watras:

And those were ilargely whtie pprents?

Thompson:

Yes.

Watras: And that area is now a white area now.
?fhompson:
WatBBS:

No, no.

so it has definitely changed.

Would you think that that tipping was the result of

the desegregation or was it just a change that went on for other
reasons?
ThompsON:

Well, I'm sure that a lot of the white parents

did not, I shouldn't say that but, I felt

-~at

the time that because of

the trend that they saw coming,they were moving out.
Watras:

When the buses actually rolled in 1976, when we fainl

finally did have desegregation in Dayton, it was heralded as the first
successful attempt at desegregation, extremely peaceful.
explanations as to why it was so
against it had already gone.
Thompson:

One of the

peaceful was that people who were

Does that seem to fit your experience?

I think a lot of us felt that way.

Watras: So there was already an exodus going on before 1976?
Thompson:

Yes, I had several parents that expressed that they

were moving because they did not want their children bused.
Watras:

Oh my, that's a shame; because it's really a nice shhool

and a nice place to be.

In 1973 a different school board took power

than the one in 1972. It was far more conservative than in 1972.
The school board that ended its ... I hate to say "rule" but I guess
that's the word that comes to mind ... that went out of office at the
end of 1972 had been far more liberal.

And there was a lot of

controversy now aboutintegrating the schools, about desegregating.
Did any of the controversy come down on what went on the buildings?
Did teachers become involved in the

.fights

that went on in the

5

School Board1

As I understand

it, there

were some heated or

controversial meetings.
Thompson:

Yes, there were.

I'm trying to remember back.

I

think the principals in the buildings that I had been in were very
concerned about the
meetings so

. ~~
~e

were feeling

feelings of staff and there were lots of staff

people could express their frustrations at what they

and seeing.

And the buildings that I happened to be in

at that time, the teachers felt very free in discussing among themselves
and with the principal in the building so that some of the frustrations,
once you talk :about them, they don't seem as overwhelming as to when
you have to keep all of that in.

Sn we did a lot of talking among

ourselves and tried to vent those frustrations.
Watras:

aid that lead to any kind of team-building; that is,

did the teachers develop a type of comraderie as a result of discussing
what went on?
Thompson:
Watras:

I think so.
Did that carryover into any kind of political activity

like campaigning for school board members, for example?
Thompson:

Yes, because we worked on committees and through

the orgaaizations for those board members who were going to be supportive
of what was going on.
Watras:

The board was divided 4-3, 4 conservatives and 3 liberals;

were the teachers largely in favor of the liberal side; that is, the
attitude to desegregate?
Thompson:
Watras:

I think so.
The school board, when it was split 4-3, from 1972-1976,

tried a tvariety of things to integrate or desegregate the district
without busing.

Thos~ncluded

some kind of science magnets,one was I

think at Shoup Mill and another one was further south.

And there was
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a music program.

Did those things help or were they seen by teachers

as not really pa positive aspect?
Thompson:

As a primary teachersI did not feel that they were

successful because you took a busload of children and even though those
children were divided so that they were not all together as they went
throught the day, once you left that building you were right back where
you started.

And I just did not feel that those were successful.

Watras:

When the buses actually rolled did the Jefferson kids

go to another school or was this school integrated by that time?
Thompson:
were bused.

This school was integrated but they, the children

Now by that time I had left Jefferson and had gone into

the reading program so I was reassigned and in a new building at that
time.

I was at Cornell.

~

Cornell Heights

Meadowdale Elementary at that time.

was paired with

So that was a different perspective

than what you see ¥ow with Cornell being paired with ours.

Now the

Cornell/Meadowdale pairing there were a few problems there becuase
Cornell was a smaller building, I guess.
there was overcrowding.

The first couple of years,

I guess because the boundary lines were not
/-( L'h, !d ('fl )

such that the numbers/really fit into the bulding.

We had lots of

common meetings between the Cornell staff and the Meadowdale staff.
We were trying to develop consistency as children
forth every other year.

~moved

back and

There w~e parents who tried to get an
,:-/1<

organization together so that parents from/ Meadowdale area and from ~t
eornell area could meet and express common concerns.
as successful as we had hoped it would be.

That was not

My husband and I were

involved in it because we had children that were in that pairing.
And they ~e going back and forth_ between Cornell and Meadowdale.
Watras:

Now that pairing; was it every ¥¥ar that they would

switch or was it every 3· years?
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Thompson:

Every other year.

So if you were one year at Cornell,

the next year you'd be at Meadowdale.
Watras:

.•. and then back

Thompson:

again.

Oh my, that was a little

abrup~

Yes, it was, but that ws t was the way tee desegregation

plan was designed at that time.

If you were in one building for one

year, you went to the other building the next year.
Watras:

I wonder why they changed so quickly?

Thompson:
Wataas:

.,

~y

it was eesigned that way?

Yes, as opposed to a longer period

Thompson:
time.

in each building.

I'm not sure what the rationale was at that particular
a n L~tfl? 7YI
~
I think it was trying to get the communitrr-'to move back and forth

ri

'

but it was not good for children.

At least, I did not feel it was good

for children because of the inconsistencies
of!

"

'<1.f'

.'

L

•/

(J '" I

and not being able to spend

1·I (l <) ,

l ',

a longer period of time." __ for young children that was hard.
Watras:

I remember, in my younger years, I had to move frequently

and my son complained that it was hard to find a bathroom in the building
in the elementary school. It took him a year!

Can we come back to

your years here at Jefferson Elementary or Jefferson Primary?
Thompson:
Watras:

Sure.
St. Agnes was a school that received a lot

in the newspapers at any rate.

of attention

Especially before 1975 before the

desegregation actually took place in Dayton.

It received a lot of

attention because the newspapers said that it was

already a desegregated

school and that the sisters, I guess the school is closed
were Sisters of Notre Dame running that school, had been
in trying to encourage the aesegregation.

now, there
~ery

active

Were there any kind of

cooperative efforts that took place with the Jefferson people and the
St~ . Agnes people:
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Thompson:

I'm trying to remember back •.. I don't think they

had a kindergarten and a first grade.

I think they went

2~6

because

GOO1G

UP to kindergarten
we had a lot of children at Jefferson that Tn
., J "j
on
and first gaade and then/to St. Agnes. So we would have visitations;
?

''Y1..,;

!

L

they would corne and visit and I guess this area had a large Catholic
population at the time which naturally went to St. Agnes.

So there

was some change there; not a lot, but they were always having activities
that children would corne bakk into the classroom and talk about aecause
they were a part of those activities at St. Agnes?
e i.e
Watras: So you didn't feel you(in competition with St. Agnes?
Thompson:

No, I didn't really feel that, but I guess there was

competition because children would leave here after first grade and
go to St. Agnes.
of

y~ung

-But there seemed to be a large population

children

Watras:

in the area at that time than theye is now.

Were any of the sisters who lived in the convent at

St. Agnes; did any of them ... were any

of them on your staff?

I

know that some went to Longfellow.
Thompson:
Watras:

No, I don't remember any of them being on our staff.
In 1970, while Wayne Carl was the superintendent,

which I think goes until 1973, the administratmon tried a variety
of things to prepare

~eople

for the problems the desegregation would face

which included sensitivity sessions.

I hear an awful lot about those

they seemed to be extremeby controversial.
them or hate them.
Thompson:

People seem to either love

Were you involved in any of those?

I missed all of that.

I was in the system and I

remember planning for the ses s ion that was going to be here. hI? SF pc
I think they brought in Dr. King f aaL I had a son who had asthma and
on both sessions that were held here either I was
So I missed those.

,ill or he was ill.

But I had friends who were involved on the staff.
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And they liad. EIu-i te a big discus s ion abou t some of his sess ions.

And,

as you said, people either loved them or hated them.
Watras:

About the desegregation, what actually occurred ...
I

One of the thingstthat people said aboutit was that it made them more
attentive to dsegregated curriculum; such as, picnnres on the walls
of black schools were black and the pictures on the wall of white
schools were white.

I guess the textbooks were of some concern.

Did you find that before desggregation that your people at Jefferson
~e more attentive to that or did it take busing to actually make

changes occur toward a more multi-cultural perspective?
Thompson:

When I came to Jeferson I felt that there

not enough attention had been paid to blacks at that time.
the textbooks were all white.

~ •••
A lot of

And I can't remember what year the

I

,

.}-e (1t'ht?Y'

staff as a whole began to do black history activities.

As a black,

my classroom had always paid very close attention to black children
having something to identify with but as a staff, I don't think in
the early '70's, that as a staff we began to work toward integrating
the curriculum.
Watras:

f

Wouldyou see that as a positive aspect to desegregation?
I

Thompson;
Watras:

Yes, definitely so.
It's a good thing that they did.

One of the things, too,

that Wayaa Carl was superintendent; now this is early again in the
struggle, 1972-73, I guess he had several in-services about black
dialect, or black language.
the Charles King
Thompson:-

~J.'

Were those helpful or were they part of

vervices?

I-'m not sure whether they wre part of the Kind seminars

or not but there were varying views about whether or not black English
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as it wsa called, should be used.
was really no consensus
Watras:

~

~,

The staff did some talking but there

as a building, how it was felt.

Also during the same years, when the Board

~

was split

4-3 with the SOS, the Save Our Schools, as they called themselves, and
I guess the other one

:was CBS, Citizens for Better Schools; when the

Board was split 4-3 the ... one person that I spoke with said there was
a lot of money around for altenative education programs.
that he used was the science

m~gnets

The example

and the music program.

Hid any

of that money come down to teachers; did teachers plan programs that
would work toward a multi-cultural perspective?

Hid any teachers

from any buildings try to work with teachers from other buildings?
Thompson:

I don't remember much of that happening.

There wre

programs in various areas but I'm not aware of whether ot not that
covered the total system.
Watras:

So even though teachers didn't cooperate between

buildings, you had mentioned that there was a sense of team-ebilding
here in your awn elementary school at Jefferson.
Thompson: Yes, I felt that way.
Watras:

There was that effort of being more attentive to the

problems of different children from different races?
Thompson:
area.

Yes.

We also had a large Jewish population in the

So when we had holidays, you really had to think

differences and children working with adults.
alwa¥~s

~ ~his

abou~t

cultural

building was

very sensitive to the needs of all children.

Watras:
Thompson:
Watras:

It sounds like it was an exciting time, actually.
It was.
That's good to hear.

When there were the discussions

about the desegregations and when tke court case was going on, some
teachers in the district had to testify against the school district.
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In a book titled, Beyond Busing, Paul Diamond talks about Phyllis Greer
and John Harewood who were employees under the system, actually went
to court to ColumBus against the district.
testified.

And Wayne Carl himself

Did that kind of sanction, that is, the employees going

against their employers, come down to the ranks.

Did it cause problems

between principals and teachers, for example?
Thompson:

I guess I was a little naive at the time .. I had only

been in one building, two at the most and did not feel that in the
building that I was in and most of the time co-workers that I knew
worked in buildings where they didn't feel that.
people years after who

I did talk 'with

lwere in buildings that really had some

problems. Teachers feeling

that it should not have been done.

It

was not until those court cases came out, but I realize that in
previous years, before I came to Dayton, in my early years of teaching,
bhat teachers were assigned to buildings in black areas where theve
would be all black teachers.
that.

And at the time I was not

Like I said, I was a little

-naive at the time.

aware of
Yes, that

did happen.
Watras:
Thompson:
Watras:

But it didn't happen here?
No, at least I did not feel that it happened here.
You did say that you did become involved to some extent

with the faculty with some political campaigns, would it be fair to say
that most of your attention was directed toward finding different ways
to appeal to your students?
Thompson:
Watras:

I think so.
Was that a multi-cultural perspective, still enhance

reading skills?
Thompson:

One of the concerns we had in lhis building was there

wre no materials that were pre-printed materials with black history-
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A black history commiteee was set up and they filtered down

to be used.

information

This building did, I thought, a tremendous job in writing

skits and plays and doing a lot of presentations so that all children
could get a feel, and have a different perspective.
Watras: Do you think that that, this may be a silly question,
is it

,~asier

Thompson:

to get printed materials that are worth using?
No, it's no t.

We had to do our

'own wri ting and

bring things down to a primary level. It's just been in the last, I would
sa y, five to ten years that we were able to find materials geared to
a primary level that you could use during black history month and
really give a good example of
Watras:

That's good to

black heroes.
hear because one hears a lot of

criticism about textbooks being thumbed down and not being as helpful
as they could be.

I guess that that's not always the case.

the other

question that I would liie to ask, and I guess you've answered it in
part but I would like to directly ask it, and that is:

From the years

1972 to 1976, when the case was in the Federal District Court, did
the teachers feel demoralized

as a result of the controversy?

Did that affect their willingness to work?
Thompson:

I think the people that I knew at that time wanted

things to work and were working to see that it happened, whether
dirctly or indirectly.
Watras:

So the answer would be that it didn't and that, if

anything, it did more to make things better.
Thompson: Right.

I think those people who really didn't want

to see the changes come about were looking for other places to go
or retire.
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Watras:

Was there an exodus among the iaculty.

a change in the residence.
Thompson:

You mentioned

Did the faculty change, too?

Not drastical1J.

We had some people retire and

you really don't know whether they retired because it was time or
whether 'they did not aant to go through the changes.

But I'm sure

that happened.
Watras:

One of the theories about desegregation was that if

black children come to a predominantly white school, that they
would have discipline problems.

I really realize that youwwere at

Meadowaale, or CDDnell at that time.
Thompson:

Was that a real problem?

There are always discipline problems.

diff~~ult

It is

to say whether those problems were because of the busing or because
of the desegregation.
Watras:

.
~\~~\~

White teachers deH't pick on black kids anymore than

they should have or would halve if the black kids weren't black?
Thompson: There were charges that this did happen.
directly

involved.

Watras:

I was never

But there were charges.

We mentioned about the

efforts that as a ·team, or

when you were trying to form a more cooperative staff; how you changed
the materials and tried to get more materials for black history because
you weren't able to find any pre-printed sources.
changes in the strategies that you followed?

Were

Did you do any
your teaching

practices affected as well as the materials by the pressures that
you might have felt outside; did you try more

team-teaching~

for

example?
Thompson:

This building was designed as a team-teaching

building because the petitions were not here at that time.
all open space. So we had to work together.

It was

That staff, the staff

that came from the elementary building, into this building, we .had
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lots of in-services; we were involved in, I'm Bot sure whether it
was multiple motivation or there were programs that allowed us
in-services and training because we were an IGE building; so we were
we had lots of in-serYYces but people that came to this building came
because they wanted to.

It was a new concept at the time and the

philosophies of staff members were, I don't want to say "identical"
because we hade differences even if we believe in a philosophy.
We did do lots of things together to insure that the concpet weuld
be successful.
Watras:

It sounds like you would have to work closely with

your principal. It sounds like your principal would have to be a
special person.
Thompson:
Watras:

She was.
She had to be able to instill a sense of trust amongst

all the faculty and a sense of cooperation amongst them.

So there

were other things that were going on to change your teaching besides
something that the desegregation; it was the reorganization of a
building or teh readaption.

Would you say that that was the more

powerful of the two influences, that we were
Thompson:
Watras:

I felt that

being here.

tr~ing

to isolate the two?

I really did.

And you felt that it was tee different building that

was the big difference?
Thompson:

I'm sure that feelings changed from building to

building because of staff and principals and administrators in those
buildings.
Watas:

Would you say then, this may be asking you to make a

rash generalization, but would you say that it seems the wise plan
when a district is going through something as traumatic as desegregation?
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That perhaps the entire instructional instrategies should be changed?
Or instructional organizations?

That that may be time to bring in

middle schools and open classrooms and all that?

That is, if you're

making a change about the racial composition then maybe you should
make bigger changes which would distract people from those other ...
Thompson:

I'm Bot sure you would need to do that, but I believe

that administrators and staff in a building must work as one if you'rg
going to make an impacc on children.
Watras:

And does the chance to reorganize the school district,

exucse me, to reorganize the building and

curriculu~

opportunity to build a sense of team so that the

provide the

facult~

and staff

and administrators work as one?
Tflomp80n:
Watras:

T

don't know; say that again.

Well, last night I heard Franklin Smith talking about

the new magnet schools that he is
And he said

propo~ing

for the city of Dayton.

something to the pffect that there is nothing wrong

with the schools that are in procpss now; he's not

tr~mng

to

~ay

that

what we're doing in the Dayton schools is bad; but that thp. perception
is bad.

And that one way to change the perception is to change the
And when you change the perception you change the organizati.on.

~tvle.

So I was bimply asking that with you
the problems of

desegre~ation

AS

w~s

it much the same way

w~the

you got the problems of bringing

people from two different races togpther to work, that it might be
better to change the reorganizational style within which they have
to work to make thRt cooperation and make the interperonsAl peoblems
easier.
Thompson:

Okay, now that staffing has to mesh.

doesn't mesh, what you're.

If that staffing

doing with children is not going to

mesh~
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if that answers your question.
Watras: I think so.

At any rat p , one thi[lg that is fair to say

is thst the public to date, the controversies that went on in the
S~hool

Board, didn't

s~parate

the teachers and the

other,or thp. teachers from the principals.

te~chers

from each

Is that right here At

Jefferson? You felt a sense of closeness and you did feel a sense of
team membership?
~ompson:

Watras:
Thompson:

Right;in this building we did.
Well, that's important to know.
We had a strong, dedicated administrator.

And I

really and truly believe that that made the difference.
Watras:

Good.

You didn't feel isolated from the rest of the

district or from other peopme?

Did the primary feel separated from

the elementary?
-~

There were times whe~e
did.
j

Thompson:

But I think most of

us had been in that building before we came here.
togethernews there.

eo there was some

But there were times whpn we felt isolated from

the district because you hear of isolated incidpnts and it's not
happening in your building, so you feel for those people who are
involved in it.
Watras:

Can I ask you one general and very sweeping question?

Do you think this was for the good or for the bad? By this I mean
the problems with desegregation.
Thompson:
Watr~s:

Thompson:

For the good.
How

~o?

~ell,

you know there are problems out there and you

don't do anything about them.and I think that Dayton has really tried
to solve some of its problems.

I have not always agreed with the way
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they"1¥ent about doing that but at least there is dialogue and steps
have been taken to try to alleviate ...
Watras:

So you would say

as they had been,- weee

quite clearly that sp.gregated schools,

not ' as helpfnl as desegregated schools as we're

trying to build now.
Thoppson:
Watras:

Rieht.
Well, that's good to hear.

\4,as right··headed.

Well, thank you very much for talking wi th me.
You're quit.e welcome; I hope it helps.

Thompson:
Watras:

I'm glad that this effort

I'm sure it did.

ad~ing

I'm

an addition to the tape;

maybe we can splice this back into the tape during an earlier section
on the interview.

The question

reoranization of the district.

!'~ go~ng

And that is, Wayne Car] has been

critieized for trying to do too much.
superintpndent~

to ask is about the

he tried to bring in

th~t
m~ddle

is. when he was the
schools at the same time

when he was pushing for desegregation in the schools.
he should have done one or the other, that they're
everything up, like that was excessive.

People say that

tr~ing

to shake

But the way in which you've

been talking about the open classrooms and the teaming together makes
it sound like maybe he was going

i~

the right direction.

Thompson: Well ; he did so many things ,

I felt that he was

really ahead of his ti.me and that some of the things we are doing now
are things that Wayne Carl tried to do then but under a different name.
I

alway~

felt that he was way, way

Watras:

ahe~d

Do . you think mahy of the

of his time .
facult~',

at least here amonest

your colleagues, did they feel similarly?
Thompson:

Many of the people that I work with now I did not

work with at that time.

BlIt

AS

I talk with people I workp.d with during

•
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· . t ra t 10n
.
th e Wayne Cat 1 a d m1n1S
say, "We 11, we d 1·..J tha t then."
(l

Carl tried that."

Or, "Wayne

His name is COMing up more and more frequently because

of things that we have seen now that Carl had even tried to do or talked
about during those years.
Watras:

Was there antagonism that many of the decisions seemed

to be talked-down dp.cisions instead of people talking about it and
moving in from above?
Thompson:
Watras:

Yeah, yes.
There was some antagonism to that?

Thompson: I think that at that time people
was tryihng to do too much too fas t.
drastic changes now.

th~t-- that

And there again, we

Carl

·arp. making

But you don't hear the resentment that was heard

when -Carl tried to make changes.
Watras: I wonder why?
Thompson:

I guess we've been

us ,:mymore! At that time

T

~hroueh

so much that nothing shocks

think Carl was a §hock:; to Day ton.

Bu t I

really, truly believe that some of the thjngs that he tried tn do
were exceptional at that time.
Watras:

Exceptionally good?

Thompson: Yes.
Watras:
Thmmpson:

Thank you

ag~in.

Thank YO'1.

